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Introduction
I Love You Madison is a new site featuring an adorable blonde coed in full hardcore action. Madison is
a sweet, innocent and naive young lady who started hanging out with pornstars a few months ago and
this website chronicles her gradual fall from grace. She's no angel anymore - doing ATM, rough
blowjobs and nasty girl-girl scenes in crystal clear 1440x1080 resolution!

Adult Review
Madison may look sweet and innocent but when the camera turns on and the lights get hot you will be amazed at how far this
girl is willing to go! At the sweet fresh age of 18 she is already getting into all kinds of trouble with toys, her fellow I Love
You Girls, hardcore anal sex and believe it or not... yeah this chick drank a fucking ass smoothie!
  
  When you flip through the giant collection of Included Sites listed on the right side of this review, keep in mind that this
whole network is only a few months old and it already contains 100s of hours of exclusive video you can't find anywhere
else. The videos are available in 1440x1080, that means full screen so clear and sharp that it looks like you have an open
window right into Madison's room!
  
  Along with the member message board, blog entries, new sites being added and some really crazy niche offerings like Ass
Smoothie and Her Last Fuck, this is one network that will keep your cock thinking.... what the fuck are they going to show
me this week?!
  
  If you like 'normal run of the mill porn' go join Playboy television... or better yet, go read a romance novel! I Love You
Madison is for the hard charging wildman on the prowl. The guy who can get laid any time he wants but watches porn for
new ideas and kinky stuff he hasn't already done three times this week in his own life. Are you that guy?

Porn Summary
Blonde teen talent exclusively offered as part of this gigantic network in the best quality video and the kinkiest
circumstances. It's enough to make your cock start screaming I Love You Madison!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Madison really is 18 years old and in 1920 x 1080 you can see every freckle on her thighs!'
Quality: 93  Updates: 82 Exclusive: 92 Interface: 91
Support: 90 Unique: 89    Taste: 89        Final: 89

Porn Sites Included
Ass Smoothie (97) ,I Love You Mya (93) ,I Love You Celeste (92) ,Swirlie Girls (91) ,Pornstar Solos (90) ,Stop The Camera
(90) ,Golden Hardcore (88) ,I Love You Melanie (88) ,Her Last Fuck (84) ,Fuck My Flab (84) ,Please Be Gentle (Preview) ,
The Hardcore Network (Preview) ,AfriHoes (Preview) ,Cum Is Good (Preview) ,Attack My Ass (Preview) ,Nasty Raw Sex
(Preview) ,Chopstick Sluts (Preview) ,Chicks Fucking Chicks (Preview) ,Only The Biggest (Preview) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Ass to Mouth, Blondes, Coeds, Exclusive, Hardcore, HD, Natural, Solo, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $34.90 Preview: 2 Days for $4.90 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 16
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